[Effect of damage to the zone of the medial forebrain bundle and preoptic area on the activiy of a penicillin-induced epileptiform focus (phenomenon of the hyperactive determinant dispatch station)].
It was shown in experiments on cats under nembutal anesthesia that a lesion of the medial forebrain bundle (MFB) and partly of the preoptic region at the side of local penicillin application on the cerebral cortex (g. suprasylvius medius) results in depression of the epileptiform activity in the penicillin-induced focus, as well as in the secondary "mirror" focus, which appeared in the symmetrical cortex area of the other hemisphere. The MFB lesion at the "mirror" focus side led to depression of the seizure spike potentials in this focus only and did not change the activity in the primary epileptiform one. The described effects are considered from the aspect of the conception on the role of the determinant dispatch station (DDS) in the central nervous system: the primary epileptiform focus plays the role of the hyperactive DDS which induces the secondary focus and determines the character of its activity. The results of the study substantiate a suggestion that the MFB can take part in the modulation of the cortical epileptiform activity.